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The problem of free vibration of arbitrary quadrilateral unsymmetrically laminated plates subject to
arbitrary boundary conditions is considered. The Ritz procedures supplemented by the simple
polynomial shape functions are employed to derive the governing eigenvalue equation. The
displacements are approximated by a set of polynomials which consist of a basic boundary function
that impose the various boundary constraints. A first-order shear deformable plate theory is
employed to account for the effects of the transverse shear deformation. The numerical accuracy of
the solution is verified by studying the convergence characteristics of the vibration frequencies and
also by comparison with existing results. The new results of this study include the sensitivity of the
vibration responses to variations in the lamination, boundary constraints and thickness effects, and
also their interactions. These numerical values are presented for a typical graphite/epoxy material,
in tabular and graphical forms. ©1999 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~99!04403-3#
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have witnessed an increasing us
laminated composite materials for manufacturing plate co
ponents due to its high strength-to-weight ratio and be
corrosion resistance as well as the advantages of comp
tailoring. Because of the increasing use of fibrous compo
materials in flight vehicle structures, an improved und
standing of the vibration behavior of composite panels
required.

It is known that the matrix material used in fibe
reinforced composites is of relatively low shearing stiffne
when compared to the fibers. In order to achieve a m
reliable prediction of the vibration responses for the comp
ite laminates, the effect of transverse shear deformation
to be incorporated in the mathematical modeling. The
portance of transverse shear deformation for the analys
composite laminates was well documented.1–4 Modeling of
this effect via refined plate theories is normally adopted
account for the transverse shear strain distribution thro
the thickness dimension. Among the researchers, Yang, N
ris, and Stavsky~YNS!5 were the earliest to consider th
effects of shear deformation in vibration analysis of comp
ite laminated plates. For vibration analysis, the first-or
YNS shear deformation theory is normally sufficient. A
though the theory assumes a constant shear stress dis
tion through the thickness, it gives reasonably accurate
bration frequencies when used in conjunction with a sh
correction factor on the shear modulus.

Considerable work has been devoted to the study of
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vibration of plates.6–9 For predicting the vibration response
the possibility of variation in stacking sequences for lam
nated panels is an important factor to be considered in
mathematical modeling. This has led to the developmen
lamination plate theories to incorporate the different fib
orientations and possible stacking sequences. The other
portant factor to be considered is the variation of bound
conditions which is normally accommodated either by
approximate method or a numerical techniqu
Researchers10–13 have attempted to investigate various a
pects of the vibration behavior of composite laminates
varying the boundary conditions, thickness, and stacking
quences. These analyses have been carried out using d
ent approximate techniques and shear deformation theor

This paper describes an analysis method for vibration
unsymmetrically laminated composite plates with the inc
sion of transverse shear deformation using the YNS sh
deformation theory. The solution employs the Ritz method14

in which a set of polynomials is used as the admissible d
placement and rotation functions, for determining the vib
tion frequencies. The analysis method is capable of hand
unsymmetric composite laminates of different boundary c
ditions, an arbitrary quadrilateral geometry, and anisotro
material properties. Thus we believe an analytical tool, w
such capabilities as what we propose, is of great value
preliminary design of composite structures. A set of resu
for the vibration frequency parameters of unsymmetrica
laminated plates of quadrilateral shape subject to differ
boundary conditions and laminations is presented.
1672(3)/1672/10/$15.00 © 1999 Acoustical Society of America
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I. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATIONS

A. Preliminary definition

Consider an arbitrary flat quadrilateral plate of unifor
thicknessh, composed of any number of anisotropic pli
oriented alternately at anglesu and2u. The Cartesian coor
dinate systemx–y is located at the middle plane of the pla
and the geometry of the plate is defined by side lengthsa, b,
c and two anglesa andb, as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The mate-
rial of each ply is assumed to possess a plane of ela
symmetry parallel to thex–y plane.

In this study, the plate under consideration is subjec
to different combinations of free, simply supported, a
clamped boundary conditions. The plate, as shown in Fig
is described by a symbolism defining the boundary con
tions at their four edges, for instance, SCSF means a p
whose edges at AB, BC, CD, and AD are simply support
clamped, simply supported, and free, respectively. The p
lem is to determine the natural frequencies of the plate.

B. Energy functional

Employing the first-order shear deformation pla
theory,5 the displacement field for free vibration can be wr
ten as

ū5u~x,y,t !1zèx~x,y,t !, ~1a!

v̄5v~x,y,t !1zèy~x,y,t !, ~1b!

w̄5w~x,y,t !, ~1c!

whereū, v̄, andw̄ are the displacement components in thex,
y, and z directions, respectively,u and v are the in-plane
displacements of the mid-plane, andux anduy are the rota-
tions about they and x axes, respectively. The strain
displacement and stress–strain relations for any ply in
~x,y! system are given by

e5LU , s5Qe, ~2!

where

UT5^m v w ux uy&, ~3!

eT5^exx eyy gyz gxz gxy&, ~4!

sT5^sxx syy syz sxz sxy&, ~5!

FIG. 1. Geometry and coordinate systems:~a! actual quadrilateral plate an
~b! basic square plate.
1673 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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L5F ]x 0 0 z]x 0

0 ]y 0 0 z]y

0 0 ]y 0 1

0 0 ]x 1 0

]y ]x 0 z]y z]x

G , ~6!

Q5F Q11 Q12 0 0 Q16

Q12 Q22 0 0 Q26

0 0 Q44 Q45 0

0 0 Q45 Q55 0

Q16 Q26 0 0 Q66

G , ~7!

in which s i j and e i j are the stress and strain componen
respectively, andãi j 52åi j ; Qi j are the elements of the
plane-stress reduced constitutive matrix of the ply mate
which are obtained from the transform matrix consideri
fiber orientation and the material properties~Young’s
moduli, Poisson’s ratios, and shear moduli!, E1 , E2 , v12,
v21, G12, G13, G23 of each ply; and]x and]y indicate the
partial differentiation with respect tox and y, respectively.
The energy functionalp of the entire plate can be written i
terms of the maximum strain energyUmax and maximum
kinetic energyTmax as

p5Umax2Tmax, ~8!

where

Umax5
1

2 EV
eTQe dV, ~9!

Tmax5
1

2
V2E

V
rU1

TU1 dV, ~10!

U1
T5^ū v̄ w̄&, ~11!

in which r denotes density of the ply material per unit vo
ume,V represents the total volume of the plate, andV and
U1 are angular frequency and displacement amplitude fo
vibrating plate with harmonic motion, respectively.

C. Geometric mapping

For the convenience in numerical integration and ap
cation of boundary conditions, the actual quadrilateral pl
in thex–y plane is mapped into a 232 basic square plate in
the z–h plane@as shown in Fig. 1~b!# using the coordinate
transformation defined by

x5(
i 51

4

Nixi , y5(
i 51

4

Niyi , ~12!

wherexi and yi are the coordinates of thei th corner of the
quadrilateral plate in thex–y plane. The mapping function
Ni are defined by

Ni5
1
4~11zz i !~11hh i !, i 51,2,3,4, ~13!

wherez i andh i are the coordinates of thei th corner of the
basic square plate in thez–h plane.
1673Liew et al.: Laminated plates
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TABLE I. Values ofu j in Eq. ~21! for different edge boundary conditions.

Supporting condition
for j th edge

u j

fx1 fy1 fz1 wx1 wy1

Clamped~C! 1 1 1 1 1
Free~F! 0 0 0 0 0
Simply supported (S* ) 0 0 1 0 0
Simply supported~S! with edgei to x axis 0 1 1 1 0
Simply supported~S! with edgei to y axis 1 0 1 0 1
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Using the chain rule of differentiation, the first deriv
tives of any quantity~ ! in the two coordinate systems a
related by

H ]x~ !

]y~ !J 5J21H ]z~ !

]h~ !J , ~14!

where

J5F ]zx ]zy

]hx ]hyG ~15!

in which J denotes the Jacobian matrix of the geome
mapping. Equations~14! and~15! will be used later to trans
form thex–y domain integrals in Eqs.~9! and ~10! into the
z–h domain integrals.

D. The polynomial shape functions

For the laminated plate, the displacement and rota
components may be expressed by a set of polynomial sh
functions in thez–h plane as

u~z,h!5 (
q50

p1

(
r 50

q

aifxi~z,h!5(
i 51

m1

aifxi~z,h!5aTFx ,

~16a!

v~z,h!5 (
q50

p2

(
r 50

q

bifyi~z,h!5(
i 51

m2

bifyi~z,h!5bTFy ,

~16b!

w~z,h!5 (
q50

p3

(
r 50

q

cifzi~z,h!5(
i 51

m3

cifzi~z,h!5cTFz ,

~16c!

ux~z,h!5 (
q50

p4

(
r 50

q

dicxi~z,h!5(
i 51

m4

dicxi~z,h!

5dTCx , ~16d!

uy~z,h!5 (
q50

p5

(
r 50

q

eicyi~z,h!5(
i 51

m5

eicyi~z,h!5eTCy ,

~16e!

whereps (s51,2,3,4,5) is the degree of the mathematica
complete two-dimensional polynomial space;ai , bi , ci , di ,
and ei are the unknown coefficients to be varied with t
subscripti given by

i 5
~q11!~q12!

2
2~q2r !; ~17!
oc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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a, b, c, d, ande are the unknown coefficient vectors havin
ai , bi , ci , di , and ei as respective elements;ms (s
51,2,3,4,5) are, respectively, the dimensions ofa, b, c, d,
ande given by

ms5
1
2~ps11!~ps12!, ~18!

andFx , Fy , Fz , Cx , andCy are the shape function vec
tors whose elements are given by

fxi5 f ifx1 , ~19a!

fyi5 f ify1 , ~19b!

fzi5 f ifz1 , ~19c!

cxi5 f icx1 , ~19d!

cyi5 f icy1 , ~19e!

where

f i5zq2rh r , ~20!

and fx1 , fy1 , fz1 , cx1 , and cy1 are the basic functions
corresponding tou, v, w, ux , anduy , respectively. The basic
functions consist of the products of boundary expression
the laminated plate to ensure the automatic satisfaction
geometric boundary conditions.

Four types of boundary conditions can be conside
when analyzing plates using a first-order shear deforma
plate theory. These are free edge~F!, clamped edge~C!, the
first kind of simply supported edge~S!, and the second kind
of simply supported edge (S* ). The S condition requires the
transverse and lateral displacement and the tangential
tion to be zero while the S* condition requires only the trans
verse displacement along the support to be zero. A deta
definition of the four types of boundary conditions for is
tropic plates is available elsewhere.14

The basic functions for the displacements and bend
slopes can be expressed by a single expression

)
j 51

4

@G j~z,h!#u j , ~21!

whereG j is the boundary expression of thej th supporting
edge in thez–h plane andQ j , depending on the suppor
edge conditions, is determined from Table I.
1674Liew et al.: Laminated plates
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TABLE II. Comparison of frequency parameterl5va2Ar/(Eh2) of a square simply supported isotropic pla
~n50.3, h/a50.1!.

Sources

Mode sequence No.

1 2 3 4 5

ps54 5.770 13.804 27.561 33.205 46.581
ps56 5.769 13.764 26.040 32.689 43.567
ps58 5.769 13.764 25.738 32.295 43.169
ps59 5.769 13.764 25.734 32.294 42.421
ps510 5.769 13.764 25.734 32.284 42.420
3D elasticity solution~Ref. 10! 5.780 13.805 25.867 32.491 42.724
Reddy’s FEM solution~Ref. 11! 5.793 14.081 27.545 35.050 49.693
CPT solution~Ref. 15! 5.973 14.934 29.867 38.829 53.868
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E. Eigenvalue problem

Transforming the integration domain of the integrals
Eqs.~9! and ~10! to thez–h plane and substituting Eq.~16!
in the resulting expressions, the energy functionp in Eq. ~8!
can be written as

p5 1
2q

T~K2V2M !q ~22!

in which

qT5^aT bT cT dT eT& ~23!

K5E
ĀF Kaa Kab Kac Kad Kae

Kbb Kbc Kbd Kbe

Kcc Kcd Kce

symmetric Kdd Kde

Kee

G uJudĀ,

~24!

M5E
ĀF Maa Mab Mac Mad Mae

Mbb Mbc Mbd Mbe

Mcc Mcd Mce

symmetric Mdd Mde

Mee

G uJudĀ.

~25!

HereK andM represent the stiffness and mass matrices
the plate, respectively, andĀ denotes the area of the bas
square plate. Details of the submatrices ofK and M are
given in the Appendix.

Setting the first variation of the energy functional in E
~22! to zero gives the governing eigenvalue problem

~K2V2M !q50. ~26!

In the numerical analysis, the Gauss quadrature met
is employed to evaluate the integrals appearing in Eqs.~24!
and~25! after making use of Eq.~14! to calculate the deriva
tives with respect tox and y. Standard eigenvalue solve
may be used to compute the natural frequencies of lamin
quadrilateral plates by solving the general eigenvalue pr
lem defined in Eq.~26!.

II. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The laminated plates under consideration are compo
of any number of plies that have the same geometric
oc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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material properties, and lie in an unsymmetric stacking
quence. For example, a four-ply laminate is arranged i
manner of~u/2u/u/2u!. A high-modulus graphite/epoxy is
used to study the vibration behavior of the unsymmetrica
laminated composite plates. Each ply is a unidirectional fi
reinforced composite possessing the dimensionless mat
properties of:E1 /E2540; G12/E25G13/E250.6; G23/E2

50.5; andv1250.25 ~for all examples considered here, ot
erwise the material properties will be specified!.

A. Convergence and comparison studies

As a check on the numerical accuracy of the analy
method, natural frequency parameters were first obtained
a moderately thick isotropic plate with relative thickness
tio h/a50.10. The present results are compared with
values from 3-D linear elasticity analysis10 and the Reddy’s
FEM solution11 in Table II. The present solutions have be
computed using values ofps increasing from 4 to 10 which
is equivalent to a variation in matrix size from 75375 to
3303330. Clearly the eigenvalues of lower modes conve
relatively faster than the higher modes, andps510 is needed
to give convergent eigenvalues. In general, the present
sults are in close agreement with those values given by S
vaset al.10 and Reddy11 for isotropic plates.

A further verification on the numerical accuracy of th
present method is shown in Table III. The fundamental f
quency parameters for a simply supported three-ply ortho
pic square laminated plate are given together with the va
of 3-D linear elasticity analysis.10 A convergence study wa
again carried out by varying the number of degree of po
nomials ps for the laminated plate with various degree
orthotropyE1 /E2 . It is obvious that a degreeps of less than
4 ~the determinant size is 75375! is more than enough to
furnish the convergent results since only the fundame
frequency parameters are of interest in this comparison.
results obtained from the present analysis are seen to b
close agreement with the 3-D elasticity solutions.10

Table IV presents nondimensional frequency parame
for a four-ply unsymmetrically laminated square plate w
stacking sequence~45 deg/245 deg/45 deg/245 deg! of
relative thickness ratioh/a50.10. A degreeps510 ~the de-
terminant size is 3303330! is used for this computation. Th
results of the first ten frequency parameters for six differ
combinations of boundary conditions~SSSS, SSCS, CSCS
FSFS, FSSS, FSCS! of laminated plates from variou
1675Liew et al.: Laminated plates
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sources are presented. The table includes the closed
solutions of Bert and Chen,12 results of classical plate theor
by Joneset al.,16 and finite element solutions of Reddy.11

The present results are in good agreement with those cl
form12 and finite element solutions.11 However, they do not
correlate well with those values from the classical pl
theory since the effects of shear deformation were not c
sidered in their formulation.16

B. Parametric studies

Tables V–IX present results for the first six nondime
sional frequency parameters for a four-ply unsymmetrica
laminated quadrilateral plate with different boundary con
tions. Five sets of boundary conditions are consider
namely CFFF, SCFF, CCFF, CCCF, and CCCC, resp
tively. The plate geometry is defined by parameters given
follows: b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg, andb575 deg as

TABLE III. Comparison of nondimensional fundamental frequen
vhAr2 /(Ex)2 of a simply supported three-ply orthotropic square pla
~h1 :h2 :h350.1:0.8:1,h/a50.1!.

Sources

(Ex)1 /(Ex)2

1 2 3 4 5

ps52 0.0501 0.0605 0.0839 0.1122 0.134
ps54 0.0474 0.0573 0.0796 0.1065 0.127
ps56 0.0474 0.0573 0.0796 0.1065 0.127
3D elasticity solution
~Ref. 10!

0.0474 0.0570 0.0772 0.0981 0.1120

CPT ~Ref. 16! 0.0497 0.0606 0.0853 0.1153 0.1390
1676 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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shown in Fig. 1. The results for the plates are given with
relative thickness ratioh/a ranging from 0.01~a thin lami-
nate! to 0.20 ~a moderately thick laminate! and fiber orien-
tation angleu ranging from 0° to 90°.

The effect of boundary conditions on vibration r
sponses of laminated plates has also been examined. T
V–IX show that an increasing boundary constraint induce
higher vibration response. In Table IX, close agreemen
seen between the solutions from the present paper and t
from finite element package ANSYS using 20320310 mesh
and SOLID46 element. A higher constraint has higher pl
stiffness and thus results in a higher physical frequency
vibration. For instance, it is clearly evident that the CF
plate possesses a lower vibration frequency than the C
plate and the CCCC plate, e.g., compare Tables V, VII, a
IX. The frequency parameters for the CCCC plate are
highest among all the plates investigated. Since the CC
plate has more boundary kinematic constraints than
CCFF and CFFF plates, it is expected that imposing m
boundary kinematic constraints tends to induce a higher
quency of vibration.

It is of interest to investigate the effects of transver
shear deformation by considering plates with different re
tive thickness ratiosh/a. It is obvious that as the plate thick
ness increases, a significant decrease in vibration freque
occurs due to shear flexibility. These results~Tables V–IX!
clearly indicate that the effect of transverse shear defor
tion becomes more pronounced for higher modes of vib
tion. For example, we compare this to the cantilevered fo
ply quadrilateral laminated plate withu590° as tabulated in
TABLE IV. Comparison of frequency parameterl5va2Ar/(E2h2) of four-ply laminated square plates@~45
deg/245 deg/45 deg/245 deg!, h/a50.1#.

Mode
No.

Edge boundary conditions

SSSS SSCS CSCS FSFS FSSS FSCS

1 18.4633a 19.4146 20.4821 6.2645 10.0492 10.3573
18.46b

18.609c

23.53d

2 34.4144a 34.9489 35.0258 15.4105 24.1490 25.3702
3 34.8739a 36.4707 38.0732 23.7974 26.3117 26.3228

34.87b

35.405c

4 34.8739a 50.8870 51.2703 29.5499 32.4374 41.1690
5 50.5204a 54.2742 54.2743 30.9739 40.9123 42.4812

50.52b

6 54.2741a 55.6697 56.9964 32.3327 40.9990 47.1965
54.27b

54.360c

7 54.2741a 61.2240 67.2011 34.4144 47.1970 51.8856
54.27b

8 67.1731a 67.1871 68.5613 45.9121 51.8856 57.4100
67.17b

67.637c

9 67.1731 67.8609 75.5939 47.1525 57.1046 57.6118
67.17b

10 68.8290 75.5874 77.4117 47.7045 58.6215 58.6218

aPresent solution.
bNavier solution~Ref. 12!.
cFEM solution~Ref. 11!.
dCPT solution~Ref. 16!.
1676Liew et al.: Laminated plates
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TABLE V. Variation of frequency parameterl5va2Ar/(E2h2) with nondimensional thicknessh/a for a
four-ply laminated quadrilateral cantilever~CFFF! plate (u/2u/u/2u) having b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a
565 deg,b575 deg.

u h/a

Mode sequence No.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0° 0.01 2.2563 8.1953 11.8461 23.3086 31.0204 45.871
0.05 2.2418 7.9392 11.5733 22.1499 26.3208 29.512
0.10 2.2122 7.4888 10.9171 13.1604 20.0256 23.719
0.15 2.1712 6.9560 8.7736 10.0738 15.8130 17.7714
0.20 2.1209 6.3990 6.5802 9.1861 11.8597 15.4305

30° 0.01 3.5351 17.4442 22.3211 47.1132 58.7759 78.931
0.05 3.3895 16.2671 20.1569 41.0384 41.6310 49.835
0.10 3.2226 14.4623 17.1527 20.4950 31.1102 33.726
0.15 3.0700 12.6339 13.6496 14.5047 20.7402 27.306
0.20 2.9257 10.2263 11.0133 12.3504 15.5628 22.611

45° 0.01 6.1402 26.2006 30.5065 67.4438 72.9078 86.523
0.05 5.7917 22.9487 26.8472 54.8328 59.0032 63.777
0.10 5.3312 18.6221 21.5916 31.8562 40.0761 43.285
0.15 4.8904 15.2228 17.3656 21.2290 30.6122 32.474
0.20 4.4804 12.7182 14.2885 15.9558 24.2648 24.663

60° 0.01 9.1317 26.1052 42.9302 62.2516 72.1352 106.862
0.05 8.6596 22.8392 36.1535 50.5121 56.6187 79.456
0.10 7.7657 18.1898 26.9628 37.0135 40.5321 50.527
0.15 6.8271 14.7235 20.7487 28.8910 30.9310 33.553
0.20 6.8271 14.7235 20.7487 28.8910 30.9310 33.553

90° 0.01 12.5558 19.3126 33.8502 55.3454 69.9477 78.948
0.05 11.7455 17.4554 30.1719 36.8467 45.8967 52.412
0.10 10.0151 14.2899 18.4233 24.4072 32.6693 35.872
0.15 8.3122 11.5068 12.2822 19.8149 24.6878 26.998
0.20 6.9440 9.2117 9.4085 16.5385 19.8701 21.5538

TABLE VI. Variation of frequency parameterl5va2Ar/(E2h2) with nondimensional thicknessh/a for a
four-ply laminated quadrilateral SCFF plate (u/2u/u/2u) having b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg, b
575 deg.

u h/a

Mode sequence No.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0° 0.01 13.8460 17.8158 30.0756 53.1808 61.7054 83.984
0.05 12.9312 15.8825 27.7375 46.9823 49.8065 58.407
0.10 10.9234 13.0366 24.1572 29.2037 33.2656 41.243
0.15 8.9012 10.9968 19.4691 21.0072 25.4842 32.714
0.20 7.3089 9.5930 14.6019 18.3458 20.7853 26.460

30° 0.01 15.0008 28.9744 51.1799 68.2917 91.0909 107.061
0.05 13.6157 23.8238 42.2318 54.1084 73.9337 78.324
0.10 11.2917 18.5858 33.4827 37.9725 44.6419 52.058
0.15 9.3255 15.2421 27.0967 28.6788 29.9363 38.630
0.20 7.8639 12.9677 21.7057 22.7869 23.5750 30.515

45° 0.01 14.2253 33.1021 59.3108 74.3919 103.3488 132.540
0.05 12.8510 27.3612 49.1983 60.1734 77.4813 77.925
0.10 10.7888 21.7209 36.1281 38.7829 44.7335 53.176
0.15 9.0808 17.7841 25.7833 27.6090 34.4751 39.314
0.20 7.7783 14.9569 19.3219 22.0684 27.6496 30.938

60° 0.01 11.3138 33.3563 49.0644 77.8675 96.3661 107.858
0.05 10.3479 29.5224 42.3633 57.8389 63.5807 76.578
0.10 8.9845 24.3936 28.8783 32.7126 46.5415 54.051
0.15 7.8309 19.2256 20.1305 25.6278 35.3447 40.214
0.20 6.9017 14.3983 16.8525 20.7428 28.0896 31.468

90° 0.01 4.3641 18.6107 38.8560 49.8370 64.2270 68.582
0.05 4.2726 17.7055 34.8301 41.1501 43.5695 55.246
0.10 4.1131 16.0223 20.5750 28.7493 33.6621 38.064
0.15 3.9199 13.7167 14.2353 23.3082 25.3766 26.613
0.20 3.7096 10.2875 12.6024 19.0324 19.0545 21.915
1677oc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999 Liew et al.: Laminated plates
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TABLE VII. Variation of frequency parameterl5va2Ar/(E2h2) with nondimensional thicknessh/a for a
four-ply laminated quadrilateral CCFF plate (u/2u/u/2u) having b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg, b
575 deg.

u h/a

Mode sequence No.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0° 0.01 16.2181 19.3708 35.4926 60.9359 68.0647 92.290
0.05 14.7060 17.6086 32.5252 51.9527 55.5002 58.355
0.10 11.8966 15.0074 27.8684 29.1779 36.1104 44.484
0.15 9.5337 12.8859 19.4519 23.7358 27.4953 33.714
0.20 7.8395 11.2333 14.5889 20.3530 22.2436 27.137

30° 0.01 17.5281 33.1535 59.3769 73.5924 103.0377 114.502
0.05 15.5668 26.8011 48.7010 56.7692 79.3287 84.200
0.10 12.6714 20.8756 37.0807 39.5471 45.1375 53.412
0.15 10.3826 17.0056 28.2004 30.0708 30.7386 39.370
0.20 8.7069 14.2808 21.9574 23.1596 24.9881 30.964

45° 0.01 17.9685 40.8303 65.5348 89.9501 112.2603 141.744
0.05 15.5734 32.8326 52.2516 68.9487 80.9073 93.745
0.10 12.6329 25.0122 37.0189 46.7172 48.4525 53.969
0.15 10.4315 19.7239 27.7908 31.1349 36.2706 39.570
0.20 8.8049 16.1139 22.0856 23.3369 28.7354 31.054

60° 0.01 16.5152 44.0349 58.1094 91.5423 110.6112 124.320
0.05 14.4972 36.3630 46.9534 68.7853 82.1525 88.582
0.10 11.9760 27.3179 33.9424 48.0579 55.2884 58.216
0.15 10.0206 21.2974 25.9053 36.2377 40.4972 41.374
0.20 8.5348 17.3436 20.8220 28.8297 30.5240 32.172

90° 0.01 14.2579 29.5475 54.3926 70.2148 79.2786 91.549
0.05 13.2857 26.7113 45.2776 53.0904 60.3084 61.031
0.10 11.3989 21.9543 30.1542 32.3052 37.4387 43.190
0.15 9.5711 17.9172 20.1028 24.4090 28.8181 33.406
0.20 8.0963 14.8976 15.0771 19.5923 23.3279 25.512

TABLE VIII. Variation of frequency parameterl5va2Ar/(E2h2) with nondimensional thicknessh/a for a
four-ply laminated quadrilateral CCCF plate (u/2u/u/2u) having b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg, b
575 deg.

u h/a

Mode sequence No.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0° 0.01 17.6973 34.1609 59.7968 68.0236 91.7802 96.653
0.05 16.5700 31.5583 51.7301 54.6482 69.3039 83.013
0.10 14.3393 26.8563 36.0348 42.3832 44.2622 48.218
0.15 12.2501 22.5476 27.4426 28.2555 35.8438 37.034
0.20 10.5648 19.0786 21.1916 22.1921 29.5662 30.030

30° 0.01 26.3791 59.7396 75.8855 107.1104 129.2748 159.153
0.05 23.1584 49.2694 58.4055 82.7382 91.7070 106.897
0.10 18.6825 36.6229 40.3126 57.7555 60.1870 67.121
0.15 15.1416 28.1949 30.0146 43.2144 43.7882 47.805
0.20 12.5351 22.6918 23.7432 34.1207 34.3637 36.841

45° 0.01 35.2908 76.0432 87.7724 143.2751 149.1184 163.703
0.05 29.5709 58.0057 65.3167 98.0825 102.1905 108.471
0.10 22.1908 39.9198 43.6071 62.3605 65.0708 67.858
0.15 17.0677 29.6423 31.8339 44.7680 46.6648 48.503
0.20 13.6710 23.4241 24.9368 34.6805 36.1925 37.587

60° 0.01 42.9179 72.3946 107.8570 120.3575 154.8198 187.399
0.05 34.1284 53.6813 74.2079 84.6497 100.4231 120.502
0.10 23.8396 36.6540 46.9332 56.2842 62.9365 72.723
0.15 17.7255 27.5221 33.6805 41.7413 45.1242 51.158
0.20 13.9939 22.0168 26.1735 33.0744 35.0002 39.278

90° 0.01 43.4300 68.7582 82.5915 101.8683 127.5584 143.791
0.05 32.7566 47.4887 59.1411 72.5697 75.7385 84.214
0.10 22.4246 30.5186 37.8693 40.9431 47.5062 54.333
0.15 16.5342 22.5906 25.2462 31.0756 35.0580 39.272
0.20 13.0084 18.0414 18.9346 24.8554 27.8639 30.719
1678oc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999 Liew et al.: Laminated plates
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TABLE IX. Variation of frequency parameterl5va2Ar/(E2h2) with nondimensional thicknessh/a for a
four-ply laminated quadrilateral CCCC plate (u/2u/u/2u) having b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg, b
575 deg.

u h/a

Mode sequence No.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0° 0.01 66.3495 90.0324 116.4425 148.5115 154.1021 191.473
0.05 47.1823 61.9749 81.0273 91.1540 107.5743 109.907
0.10 30.4523 41.2417 54.8355 54.9536 57.0321 67.020
0.15 22.3313 31.3377 36.6357 39.2099 43.9170 48.276
0.20 17.7211 25.3115 27.4768 30.5112 35.4955 37.738

30° 0.01 69.9690 113.4161 153.8890 169.3880 219.6646 240.69
0.05 51.6977 78.8926 96.9603 113.0431 128.9760 145.920
0.10 34.2667 51.5109 58.6595 72.5893 76.6762 84.131
0.10a 33.7214 48.2861 59.7392 ¯ 76.4849 ¯

0.15 24.9896 37.5799 41.3285 52.5940 53.7613 58.219
0.20 19.5157 29.4261 31.7441 41.0000 41.2449 44.326
0.20a 19.3151 27.8423 32.7428 37.9514 41.7162 ¯

45° 0.01 71.2040 134.6393 142.0045 219.0485 224.3553 236.83
0.05 53.3544 90.6412 93.5954 131.3998 136.5774 138.623
0.10 35.4820 56.3467 57.7407 77.7898 81.1901 81.748
0.10a 34.3553 52.3320 58.4081 73.1138 77.8335 ¯

0.15 25.6655 39.9508 40.8639 54.2171 56.6539 57.205
0.20 19.8951 30.7762 31.4564 41.3947 43.2748 43.841
0.20a 19.5410 29.1283 32.2272 39.8901 42.2981 ¯

60° 0.01 70.1182 117.1055 151.1298 184.9894 206.8792 256.92
0.05 51.6900 80.3975 96.2806 116.1955 126.4063 146.016
0.10 34.2223 51.9518 58.4403 72.4923 76.5185 84.786
0.10a 32.5711 50.7552 55.5471 70.1423 77.1372 ¯

0.15 24.9457 37.8020 41.1987 51.9979 54.1098 58.767
0.20 19.4832 29.5817 31.6604 40.2859 41.7437 44.777
0.20a 18.9789 28.9711 31.0564 39.2440 42.5898 ¯

90° 0.01 71.6008 87.0326 112.9384 148.7590 182.1487 194.04
0.05 48.3066 60.9233 81.4380 98.1799 103.3688 109.907
0.10 30.4750 41.4449 54.8299 54.9539 59.1779 65.174
0.15 22.2888 31.5762 36.6359 39.4922 44.2076 47.539
0.20 17.6919 25.4841 27.4769 30.6821 35.4071 37.411

aFEM solution from ANSYS.
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Table V. The fundamental frequency decreases by about
as the thickness ratio increases from 0.01 to 0.20. Howe
the frequency for the sixth mode~a higher mode! decreases
to about a quarter subject to the same thickness conditio

It is also worthwhile to examine the variation of fre
quency parameters of laminates by increasing the numbe
plies. Figures 2–5 present results for laminates with vari
fiber orientation angles and stacking in an unsymmetric m
ner. Laminates subjected to CCCC, CCFF, S*S*S*S* , and
CFCF boundary conditions with stacking sequence~u/2u/u/
2u/...! are considered. The graphs in Figs. 2–5 show that
fundamental frequency parameter increases initially
reaches a maximum value as the number of plies increa
except whenu is 0 or 90 deg. It is easy to demonstrate th
phenomenon by referring to Fig. 2. It can be seen that
fundamental frequency parameter increases and reach
maximum value of about 32 when number of plies is at ab
7 ~or 8! for u515 deg. When the number of plies reaches
~or 8!, the analysis of this laminate can be treated as a sin
layer anisotropic plate.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper considers the vibration analysis of arbitr
quadrilateral unsymmetrically laminated composite pla
oc. Am., Vol. 105, No. 3, March 1999
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FIG. 2. Effect of number of plies on the fundamental frequencyl
5va2Ar/(E2h2) of the laminated CCCC quadrilateral plate~u/2u/u/2u/
.../u/2u! havingh/a50.1, b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg,b575 deg.
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 Redistr
with various boundary conditions. The analysis has been
formed using the Ritz method with polynomials as its adm
sible displacement and rotation functions. This analy
method is extremely versatile because a basic functio
employed which easily accommodates various bound
conditions. The significance of the transverse shear defor
tion has been investigated. This effect was incorporated
the mathematical model using the YNS first-order shear
formation theory.

FIG. 3. Effect of number of plies on the fundamental frequencyl
5va2Ar/(E2h2) of the laminated CCFF quadrilateral plate~u/2u/u/2u/...
/u/2u! havingh/a50.1, b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg,b575 deg.

FIG. 4. Effect of number of plies on the fundamental frequencyl
5va2Ar/(E2h2) of the laminated S*S*S*S* quadrilateral plate~u/2u/u/
2u/.../u/2u! havingh/a50.1, b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg,b575 deg.
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The vibration analysis of several plate problems h
been presented and the results compared with establi
solutions from available literature. Close agreement has b
obtained for the comparison studies, verifying the accur
and applicability of the present analysis method. As a clos
remark, it is important to point out that, although only a fe
plate examples has been presented in this study, the me
is readily applicable to solving a wide range of quadrilate
unsymmetrically laminated plates of arbitrary shape. As
approximate technique, the method has the advantage o
exhibiting any mesh distortion sensitivity, therefore mod
ing accurately the quadrilateral geometry without bound
losses.

APPENDIX: SUBMATRICES OF STIFFNESS AND
MASS MATRICES

The elements in the stiffness matricesK and mass ma-
tricesM , respectively, can be further expanded as

Kaa5]xfx~A11]xfx
T1A16]yfx

T!

1]yfx~A16]xfx
T1A66]yfx

T!, ~A1a!

Kab5]xfx~A12]yfy
T1A16]xfy

T!

1]yfx~A26]yfy
T1A66]xfy

T!, ~A1b!

Kac5Kbc50, ~A1c!

Kad5]xfx~B11]xcx
T1B16]ycx

T!

1]yfx~B16]xcx
T1B66]ycx

T!, ~A1d!

Kae5]xfx~B12]ycy
T1B16]xcy

T!

1]yfx~B26]ycy
T1B66]xcy

T!, ~A1e!

FIG. 5. Effect of number of plies on the fundamental frequencyl
5va2Ar/(E2h2) of the laminated CFCF quadrilateral plate~u/2u/u/2u/...
/u/2u! havingh/a50.1, b/a50.9, c/a50.7, a565 deg,b575 deg.
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Kbb5]yfy~A22]yfy
T1A26]xfy

T!

1]xfy~A26]yfy
T1A66]xfy!, ~A1f!

Kbd5]yfy~B12]xcx
T1B26]ycx

T!

1]xfy~B16]xcx
T1B66]ycx

T!, ~A1g!

Kbe5]yfy~B22]ycy
T1B26]xcy

T!

1]xfy~B26]ycy
T1B66]xcy

T!, ~A1h!

Kcc5]yfx~A44]yfz
T1A45]xfz

T!

1]xfz~A45]yfz
T1A55]xfz

T!, ~A1i!

Kcd5~A45]yfz1A55]xfz!cx
T , ~A1j!

Kce5~A44]yfz1A45]xfz!cy
T , ~A1k!

Kdd5]xcx~D1 ]xcx
T1D16]ycx

T!

1]ycx~D16]xcx
T1D66]ycx

T!1A55cxcx
T , ~A1l!

Kde5]xcx~D12]ycy
T1D16]xcy

T!

1]ycx~D26]ycy
T1D66]xcy

T!1A45cxcy
T , ~A1m!

Kee5]ycy~D22]ycy
T1D26]xcy

T!

1]xcy~D26]ycy
T1D66]xcy

T!1A44cycy
T , ~A1n!

Maa5E1fxfx
T , ~A2a!

Mad5E2fxcx
T , ~A2b!

Mbb5E1fyfy
T , ~A2c!

Mbe5E2fycy
T , ~A2d!

Mcc5E1fzfz
T , ~A2e!

Mdd5E3cxcx
T , ~A2f!

Mee5E3cycy
T , ~A2g!

Mab5Mac5Mae5Mbc5Mbd5Mcd5Mce5Mde50.
~A2h!

In the above,Ai j , Bi j , andCi j are effective laminate stiff-
ness coefficients given by

~Ai j ,Bi j ,Di j !5E
2h/2

h/2

~1,z,z2!Qi j dz, i , j 51,2,6,

~A3a!
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Ai j 5ki j
2 E

2h/2

h/2

Qi j dz, i , j 54,5, ~A3b!

andEi are the effective inertia coefficients given by

~E1 ,E2 ,E3!5E
2h/2

h/2

~1,z,z2!r dz, ~A4!

where ki j
2 55/6 are the transverse shear correction coe

cients. Note that for antisymmetric angle-ply laminatesA16,
A26, A45, B11, B12, B22, D16, B26, andE2 , are identically
zero.
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